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SARVODAYA RURAL TECHNICAL SERVICE

MANUAL BOOK FOR THE MAINTENANCE
OF A VILLAGE WATER SUPPLY BUILT
BY SARVODAYA RURAL TECHNICAL SERVICE

General

1.
1. 1

All Village Water Supplies built
by Sarvodaya Rural Technical Service
are designed and constructed to
a certain standard which is stated
in detail in the "Manual of Standar-
disation for the Construction of
Village Water Supplies in Sarvodaya
Villages in Sri Lanka". But to
ensure these standards quality-
and quantity-wise a well organised
maintenance service is absolutely
necessary.

After completion of a Sarvodaya-
RTS Village Water Supply the village
(Shramadana Society or Water Commi-
ttee) takes over the responsibility
for running and maintaining the
scheme. Sarvodaya RTS is assisting
the village by organising caretaker
courses for these particular villa-
ges, where always at.least 2 village
members are trained to maintain
a supply and to do all minor repair-
work. If possible right from the
beginning of the project. In
addition, a tool kit with some
basic tools and some spare parts
is given to the villages.

This manual book is ment to be
a guideline for the villagers in
general and for the caretakers
in particular for the maintenance
of their village water supply.



Position

He should be chooser from
the members of the water commi-
ttee or the Shramadana society.

He should be a recognised
person in the village who
is able to organise shramadanas
and to lead people.

He must be willing and able
to carry all the responsibili-
ties and duties of a caretaker.

He should have some technical
knowledge and skill or must
be uJilling to learn that.

He is one of the contact per-
sons between village and
Sarvodaya:
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He c£n _be a person to keep
Ŝ r_u_oda_y_a sp^rj^ ^n a_ vi.l.l.a.gĵ
£l_if£. (good caretaking,
follow-ups)

As mentioned before, the water
supply is handed over completely
to the village after completion
of the construction work. .Therefore
the villagers must also be prepared
to organise the necessary money
to enabje the caretaker to buy
spareparts and materials (taps,
fittings, cement, Shell coat, etc.)
to do all the maintenance work.
Some villages have introduced the
system of collecting every month
1 Rupee from each family.
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Some Remarks abouttheStandard
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Quantity of the Water:

Sarvodaya-RTS water supplies are
designed to supply at least 30
liters of water every day to every
person in the village, also during
the drought .. period. To maintain
this amount of water for all members
of a village, any wastage of water
must be avoided, e.g.

No washing and bathing should
be permitted at the standpipes.
Sometimes the overflow water
can be used for this purpose,
otherwise the traditional
washplaces have still to be
used.

The use of rubber hoses connec-
ted to the taps must be
strictly prohibitted.

Leaking taps or leaks in the
pipeline must be repaired
without delay.

The protection zone has to
be kept clean and covered
with trees, and it should
be enlarged to the biggest
possible area.

Qu_a_lit̂ y__of__the_ water:
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The underground spring catchments
built in SRTS-water supplies ensure
clean, safe drinking water which
has not to be boilt. But to ensure
that, also in future the caretaker
must check regularly that

the protection zone and the
fence around it is maintained
(no contamination by catties
or humans inside the fenced
area, if possible also no
use of agro chemicals in
the extended area of the
spring).

the spring catchment is proper-
ly covered and planted with
grass, and no surface water
is flowing over the catchment.

there is no leak along the
pipeline or in the tanks
through which the clean water
could be contaminated.

the doors of the tanks and
the chambers are closed and
sealed (rubber seal, mosquito
net).
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1.5 General View of

i
rotection zone^ fenced
with barbed wire and
Planted with trees
15-20ni around spring

with grass)

nderground sprin
catchment with supply
ipe and overflow,
ometimes with catch-

ment chamber.

—A!£.b£x (sedimentation
chamber) with or without
alve c'tiamber

Supply pipe to storage
ank (sometime with
.ashout or air release)

forage tank with insta-
llation chamber. Inlet
"ipe normally with
all value.

" i-stribution system
3 chambers and stand-

sipes (sometimes wash-
Jts)

a 1̂  v/£ StlS.!!!^ £ £ ( o n l y
or main branches)

Pressure break_ tank
o reduce pressure
n the piping system.
Inlet with ball ualus

Standpipes^ can
one time also

-J air release or
out (sometimes
Jt inside standpipe)
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2. lylaintenance__5chedule for Care-

takers

Weekly

J3!a_mJ£ARej3i Check the standpipes
for general cleanness. Advise
and encourage the responsible villa-
gers to keep the standpipe and
its surrounding proper and nice.
Attend to locked drain pipes and
locked drains or soak-aways. Leaking
taps have to be repaired or replaced
immediately.

tion sy_stem
Have a general look at the entire
piping system. Follow all the
pipelines and check for possible
damages or leaks. Broken pipes
have to be repaired immediately.
For necessary maintenance of back-
filling of pipelines or maintenance
of dry walls organise a village
shramadana.

Valve chambers:
covers.

Check locks and

— catchment/protection zone;
Check and maintain the fence of
the protection zone. If the grass
has to be cut or new trees have
to be planted, organise a village
shramadana.

If there is a catchment chamber,
check for hair roots entering the
spring catchment. Check, whether
the door is properly .sealed. If
there is no catchment chamber,
have a look at the overflow pipe
from the spring. If there is water
flowing in the overflow pipe, check
the yield of the supply pipe to
the siltbox. Clay be the catchment
is blocked and has to be opened
and cleaned.

SiltjDoxj_ Check the door of the
siltbox and measure the yield of
the springs. Keep the surrounding
clean.

Storage _tank: Check the door and
the lock. Control the flow of the
inlet, check the installations.
Keep the surrounding clean.
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tank: Same l i k e
storage tank.



General: Record the yield of the

spring(s) and any repair work done Ce?OsfB(3 dC<3 9©3€£»cfl C9K> C3©
in a maintenance book.

In addition to the weekly duties
the following maintenance work _,
has to be done Suart^rl* (every Bffl8) O » » CXJBlrf wBrf* » C

3 months):

Drain the water out and

wash the whole box with a soft d(5c3 «©sfia<3
brush. Check for cracks or damage «=*.j.o ..„ •_ ^

CV255255 6390 0 C 3 7 ( * 8
in the Shell coat. If necessary, ,_ . ,
repaint it.

Drain all O<£7S$
the low points (wash outs) for
about 3 minutes. Inspect all the
valve chambers (installations,
valves).

casSona tO3 zasfizg eras

In addition to the weekly and
quarterly duties the following
work has to be done every year: ~ ~

Z.-Z ©5)6)3
tarik: Empty the bank

completely and clean it. Check
for leaks and damages in the Shell ®»(3*©255JO $3®(3*O<3 Ogg
coat. If necessary repaint the
tank.

Pressure break tank: Same like
storage tank.

Gen_e_ra_l: Grease all the locks
and doors. If the doors are rosty,
clean the rost with a wire brush
and paint them.

Remarks:

It is advisable to desinfect all Ql'*& 8S8g

the tanks after cleaning with a
desinfection solution. Prepare QQ& 10 (®ig® 2 ) O®2n SgSzrf
this solution by dissolving about 100 (6? 1/4) O®25} 8caz980®a
100 grams (* pound) of tropical » » » $ * > » « «•**»«*».•©©
bleaching powder (25-35*) in a ^ M^ *J «_,.« ,.
bucket of about 10 liters (2
gallons) of water. Scrub the tank
with this solution, then fill the
tank again and drain the first
fill to waste before the tank will
be used again.



2. 4. saQsf^i ®dS3a@cd cpscgQ2.4 Tjn £_£ are taker-Toolbox;

To enable the care taker to do these
jobs , a toolbox i s given to the ^g.
water committee a f t e r completion »a 3Oca £ 5 © e3C5O3 S3G33 <3<BB>
of the p r o j e c t . This box con ta ins
the following i tems:

01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

01
01

hack saw
hack saw blade
pipe wrenche
shifting spanner
hammer
small mason trowel
wire brush
ruler
pc. of sand paper
small tin of solvent
cement
i" tap
i" Plug

01
01

o3do eg 01
f§ 01

01
01
01
01
01

eo® 325^ ©ODS 01

01
01

repa i r sockets for a l l pipe \J2 Cfeocf(J80 2 CfO(̂ 0 «5?©3 dtrf
s izes used in the water supply. ^ ^
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3.J

PJ2aJ[lili.nS_a.

Inform the villagers concerned
beforehand about the interrup-
tion of the supply.

Close the gate value in the
valve chamber or the tank.

Turn the tap out from the
socket, using 2 pipe wrenches
or spanners. (By using only
I wrenche, the PVC-pipe inside
the wall might be damaged.)

Fit the new tap in the same
way as described above.

Often leaking taps can be
repaired by changing the gas-
ket.

Changing valvesj_

Inform the villagers about
the interruption of the supply.

•Stop the water from flowing
through the gatevalve (e.g.
drain the storage tank or
close the gate valve before
the damaged valve).

If there are unions, open
the unions, remove the leaking
gate valve and replace it.
Then let the water pass again
and check the new valve.

If there are no unions (mostly
when installations are done
with PVC-pipes), cut the PVC-
pipe, remove the damaged valve,
fit a new one and close the
pipe again with a £££.£,££;;
socket^

LjJaJ<s

Inform the villagers about
the proposed repair and the
interruption of the supply.

Close the gate valve leading
to the damaged pipelines.

Leaking sockets can be cut
out and replaced with a repair
socket.

Damaged pipe pieces must be
cut out, replaced with new
pipes and closed again with
repair sockets or normal
sockets.
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It is important, that for
such pipe repairs the pipe
line is excavated at least
for 2 full pipe length, to
ensure the correct slope and
position of the pipeline after
repair.

Houi to fit a repair socket^

t
Measure with the repair socket
how much of the pipe has to be
cut out.

©633230 e^sasaf esS a95@;
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Apply solvent cement on both pipe
ends and fit the longer side of
the repair socket completely to
one side.

L

Push the repair socket back,
that the gap is closed again.

so

CrjacJ<_s i_n_ the uialls
plastering:-

and the

Hair cracks, like they occurs
normally in cement paste finish,
do not affect the density of the
plastering and therefore nothing
must be done to them.

Bigger cracKs appearing in the
walls or the plastering have to
be repaired as follows:

Open the cracks with a chisel,'
at least 2 cm. deep (1")
and 1.5 cm . wide (i").

Clean this gap and keep it
wet for some time.

Fill this gap with a stiff
mixture of rich cement mortar
(1 part cement to 2 parts
fine sand). Press this mortar
firmly inside the gap and
allow it to set.

Float the surface with a piece
of plank and smooth it with
the trowel.
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Allow i t to dry before applying
Shell coat.

Painting of ta_n_k_s_ _f_nd_ £.ha_mbe_rs_ W^°2OT CSOJ

with "Shell c"oat"t ~ ' *"

Nearly all the spring water in

Sri Lanka is agressive against Q @ r(rfOBf e»<5Bc <Tl»-•©
cement and iron. Because of that, „_ , ,_ _ _ _ „ .
n,/r • A e n, • • 2aO®325*S)a<4S 8. 8. 3. 2JJC5 tOaOEW Z8dS>
PuC-pipes are used for the piping, ^ *-*
and all the tanks get a protective
coat with bituminous paint. This
coat needs regular maintenance,
otherwise the plastering will be
damaged within short time and has
to be replaced completely.
The painting of the tanks with
Shell coat has to be done as follows

Drain the tank and allow it
to dry a bit.

Brush all the walls and the
floor of the tank with a wire
-brush and clean it out.

Apply the first coat with
Shell coat No. 3 and let it
dry.

If necessary repeat this coat
for a second time.

When this coat has dried,
apply a coat with Shell coat
No. 5 and allow also this
one to dry before the tank
is filled again.
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3. 2 Wajor Repair Work o »

For any repairs which are beyond
the technical knowledge of the » "
villagers and the caretakers the
Sarvodaya Rural Technical Office
in the District can be contacted. ®8>


